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Across  
1 Ready for Heat magazine? (3,6) 
6 Rubber ink land? (5) 
9 Use ochre extravagance? O.T.T. in Remuera retreat 
(6,5) 
10 Trades Union Congress backing end of take (3) 
11 Chuck's worth broadcasting (5) 
12 More saggy, more wily about cry of pain (9) 
14 Whaling more than once (7) 
15 Half-hearted, most balanced, least fresh (7) 
16 British architect with Coolangatta connection desires 
endless floozies to start with (7) 
19 Relating to emblem of 25 down: rodents, tail first (7) 
21 Supervisors of prophets following six deliveries (9) 
22 Holder of a Toyland resident (5) 
24 Periodically reclaim priest (3) 
25 The first paper, I arrive by the ends of the day - you'll 
laugh, you'll cry! (11) 
26 Beyond the ends of the day; 27 wouldn't thank you 
for his (5) 
27 Guarder of a plot, he allegedly eats without knife or 
spoon (3,6) 

Down 
1 Implied bird in current? The other way around (5) 
2 Input from Lawrence rose following directions (7) 
3 Having finished with Shelley, spends a night in the 8 
(11) 
4 Breaks his in heartless films (7) 
5 Poles bearing coin appearing before cells (7) 
6 That is cold in the 8's type of cap (3) 
7 Flexible decoration may be found on bathroom wall, 
I'm told (7) 
8 Worker damaged car; jerk's after a pole position (9) 
13 Coolangatta, left out for an hour, demolished? You 
can get there from track 29 (11) 
14 Passage east held by Welshman at the end of the 
month (9) 
17 Shirt dynasty reigning, I hear (7) 
18 Be back in Chinese port, but not the whole nine 
yards (7) 
19 Check whether you start to give evidence (7) 
20 Weds briefly (7) 
23 Crazy toys? (2-3) 
25 A hard drink for baby (3) 
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